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an area that requires careful consideration is the choice of projection. the available options include
spherical earth projections, a spinning globe, user-defined projections that are sometimes non-

standard, and projections that match geospatial data, often also including an earth centered pole or
equator (see fig. 1). a 3d engine is nothing more than a set of equations that describe how the
output is produced from the input. this is a great book for anyone looking for up to the moment

information in 3d engine design. it goes beyond the idea of a 3d engine to show how to write it and
gives the reader an introduction to visualizing data in 3d, 3d engines, interactive visualizations, 3d
engine design, and its applications. this book is one of the first on the market to feature an up-to-
the-minute 3d engine framework that is driven by a proven opengl programming model with the

new graphical capability of modern cpus and gpus. it is an excellent contribution to the volume of
3d engine design books and software. the book is an excellent source of information on 3d engine

design, including 3d engine architecture and design, 3d scene flow, surface and volumetric
rendering, 3d graphics programming, animation, and user interfaces. this book is highly

recommended to anyone developing a virtual globe system. it offers solid, practical examples and
methods to deal with the critical issues of a 3d engine, including scene flow, animation, placement,

and user interfaces. the book is clearly written and easily understood by the novice to the most
experienced practitioner. it is highly recommended.
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